This article looks at subject matter jurisdiction in probate court. It focuses on the impact the Colorado Supreme Court’s recent decision in Sandstead-Corona v. Sandstead.

**Sandstead-Corona v. Sandstead**

In spring 2018, the Colorado Supreme Court threw its shoulder into the probate arena with an important decision. In *Sandstead*, the Court extended probate jurisdiction by upholding the use of an implied trust for a multiparty bank account that held farm sales proceeds. By recognizing the “logical relationship” between the accounts and the proper and orderly administration of the probate estate, the *Sandstead* Court concluded that the trial court sitting in probate had the requisite subject matter jurisdiction. The Court brushed aside the assertion that the probate court lacked jurisdiction because the accounts were “not part of the probate estate.”

**The Sandstead Nexus**

*Sandstead* rests on the fundamental conclusion that there is a necessary nexus or connection between nonprobate bank accounts and probate administration. *Sandstead*‘s conclusion was based on competent evidence that the decedent intended for farm sales proceeds to be handled as part of her dispositive plan.” This evidence allowed the Court to find that the action satisfied CRS § 13-9-103(3), which provides that a probate court “has jurisdiction to determine every legal...
and equitable question arising in connection with decedents’ . . . estates.”

The phrase “in connection with” contemplates a logical and contextual relationship or association exhibiting ‘coherence’ or ‘continuity.” Applying this definition in the context of a probate court’s jurisdiction, prior decisions of the Colorado Court of Appeals had interpreted the phrase “in connection with” to authorize the court to resolve disputes logically related to an estate, even when the disputes involved nonprobate assets. Before Sandstead, only divisions of the Colorado Court of Appeals had addressed the scope of this jurisdictional provision, and thus whether the probate court possessed the necessary power to impose equitable remedies. Sandstead provides much needed guidance on this important jurisdictional concept.

Statutory Displacement
Under its Title 13 jurisdictional grant, a court sitting in probate may “impose or raise a trust with respect to any of the property of the decedent or any property in the name of the decedent, individually or in any other capacity, in any case in which the demand for such relief arises in connection with the administration of the estate of a decedent.” (Emphasis added.) But this Title 13 “in connection with” jurisdictional award must be applied through the lens of CRS Title 15: CRS § 15-10-103 instructs that “[u]nless displaced by the particular provisions of this code, the principles of law and equity supplement its provisions.”

“Statutory displacement” traces back to the original 1969 Uniform Probate Code (UPC), but it was not until 2015 that the Colorado Supreme Court specifically analyzed how and when such displacement occurs.

When applying the canons of statutory interpretation and sorting through conflicting provisions, Beren also directs that effect must be given to both specific and general provisions. If the conflict between the two is irreconcilable, the special provision controls over the general one. In sum, Beren supports a finding that a particular statutory provision displaces a probate court’s general equitable authority when an exercise of equity conflicts with the plain language of the specific provision and the two provisions cannot be reconciled.

Equitable Powers of Courts Sitting in Probate
Colorado’s probate courts have long exercised equitable powers. Equity plays a critical role in a probate court’s authority to remedy unique circumstances by ensuring that parties are treated fairly and the decedent’s intent is upheld.

The Colorado General Assembly granted probate courts broad equitable jurisdiction in CRS § 13-9-103(3) to determine legal and equitable questions in connection with decedents’ estates, and a district court sitting in probate “has jurisdiction over all subject matter vested by article VI of the [Colorado] constitution and by articles 1 to 10 of title 13, C.R.S.”

In probate litigation, a common use of equitable powers is a court-mandated implied trust. In addition to its jurisdictional guidance, Sandstead addressed when this equitable device is warranted.

Colorado recognizes two kinds of implied trusts, resulting and constructive. Resulting trusts have loosely been classified as “intent-enforcing” and generally arise (1) when an express trust fails in whole or in part; (2) when an express trust is fully performed without exhausting the trust estate; and (3) when property is purchased and the purchase price is paid by one person and, at that person’s direction, the vendor conveys the property to another person. In each of these situations, the facts give rise to an inference that the person taking title to the property was not intended to have the beneficial interest.

In contrast, a constructive trust is a “remedial device designed to prevent unjust enrichment.” Constructive trusts “are raised by equity in respect of property which has been acquired
Constructive Trusts and Confidential Relationships

Constructive trusts are frequently employed in cases involving confidential relationships. A confidential relationship may arise when one person occupies a position of superiority over another with the opportunity to use that superiority to the other’s disadvantage. Further, a confidential relationship may arise if (1) one party has taken steps to induce another to believe that he or she can safely rely on the first party’s judgment or advice; (2) one person has gained the confidence of the other and purports to act or advise with the other’s interest in mind; or (3) the parties’ relationship is such that one is induced to relax the care and vigilance that one would ordinarily exercise in dealing with a stranger. Generally, to establish the existence of a confidential relationship, the plaintiff must show that he or she reposed a special trust or confidence in the defendant, reposing such trust in the defendant was justified, and the defendant either invited or ostensibly accepted the plaintiff’s trust.

If a confidential relationship is shown to exist, the person in whom the special trust is placed must act in good faith and with due regard for the interests of the one reposing the confidence.

There is no separate and distinct cause of action for a breach of a confidential relationship per se. Rather, the existence of a confidential relationship is simply one of the elements to be considered in determining whether there is fraud, undue influence, overreaching, or other improper conduct.

Examining the Confidential Relationship

In Page v. Clark, the Colorado Supreme Court observed that a constructive trust can arise when two parties have a “confidential relationship” that caused one party to act less vigilantly than he or she would have done had he or she been dealing with a stranger. Colorado courts have recognized that confidential relationships often arise between close family members.

The Colorado Supreme Court has noted that a confidential relationship may arise when one party has justifiably reposed confidence in another, but for such a relationship to arise from a property transfer, the transferor must be justified in his or her belief that the transferee will act in the transferor’s interests.

Once a party demonstrates that a confidential relationship exists, a transaction may be set aside if that relationship has been abused. A party can demonstrate an abuse of the confidential relationship by showing, for example, that the party who possesses the property at issue refused to act in accordance with the parties’ mutual intent. In such circumstances, the imposition of a constructive trust may be proper, because when property has been acquired in circumstances where the holder of legal title may not in good conscience retain the beneficial interest, equity converts the holder into a trustee.

The Court in Sandstead found that the decedent’s daughter was in a confidential relationship with the other parties who had an interest in the funds and that she abused that relationship by misspending those funds, contrary to the parties’ interests. With these factual findings, the Court upheld the use of an implied trust.

Constructive Trusts in the Joint Tenancy Context

Equitable remedies are not restricted to cases involving bank or brokerage accounts. At least one division of the Court of Appeals has applied equitable principles to impose a constructive trust when a parent placed property in joint tenancy with one child with the understanding that the child would share the property with his or her siblings after the parent died.

In Weeks v. Esch, a mother, in an attempt to avoid probate, transferred ownership of all of her property, real and personal, to herself and her daughter, in joint tenancy.
later sold one property and, despite the title interest of the daughter, intended that the sale proceeds be divided equally among herself and all of her children.47 Thereafter, and just days before her mother’s death, the daughter, allegedly at the mother’s direction, withdrew all of the sale proceeds funds on deposit in certain joint bank accounts and deposited those funds into her own account.48

Understandably concerned, the daughter’s siblings challenged these transfers, and the trial court found that the mother had transferred her property to the daughter intending for the daughter to divide that property equally among all of the children.49 The trial court also found that a confidential relationship existed between the mother and daughter, and accordingly ruled that the daughter held the property under a constructive trust.50 The daughter appealed, contending that the necessary elements of a constructive trust had not been established, but the Court of Appeals rejected this argument, concluding that the trial court had properly determined that a confidential relationship existed between the mother and daughter, thereby justifying the constructive trust remedy.51

**Estate Fragmentation**

*Sandstead* illustrates fundamental problems inherent in efforts to “avoid probate.”52 As noted by a leading academic, “estate planning, which at one time involved not much more than the drafting and execution of a will, is now laden with a multitude of fragmented techniques designed to pass along assets at one’s death without the necessity of court supervision.”

Unfortunately, in their desire to avoid probate, clients often underestimate the importance of estate planning and fail to seek comprehensive guidance. Instead, they rely on piecemeal advice from non-lawyers to avoid probate through creative asset titling. Writing on the diminishing role of wills, Professor Schenkel noted that clients are often advised by bank employees on how to title bank accounts and designate beneficiaries on payable-on-death forms. Similarly, stockbrokers and investment firm employees offer advice on transfer-on-death designations for brokerage accounts and beneficiary designations for retirement accounts. Insurance company employees advise on beneficiary designations for their products. Further, these “bank workers, stockbrokers and life insurance professionals are rarely steeped in the myriad rules relating to the ownership of property and the transfer of wealth at death . . . . These financial advisors often do not have the client’s complete estate plan in mind and generally do not have any incentive to advise clients on the best way to accomplish an overall testamentary plan.”53

In 1984, Yale Law School Professor John Langbein published an article on the “nontestamentary plan” describing how wealth changed during the 20th century and how the use of will substitutes and the “rise of financial intermediation” led to the decline of probate. He observed that “[f]inancial intermediaries operate a noncourt system for transferring account balances and other property on death with little or no lawyerly participation.”54 In an article just four years later, Professor Langbein noted that older, real estate-based, family-centered wealth has given way to financial assets—that is, stocks, bonds, bank deposits, mutual fund shares, insurance contracts, and the like—that now comprise the dominant form of wealth.55

Uniform laws have attempted to address this nontestamentary trend. In 1978, the commonly used joint bank account was renamed as a multiple-person account and recognized as a nontestamentary nonprobate transfer upon death.56 The UPC comments refer to this method of transfer as nontestamentary and state that the instrument does not have to be executed in compliance with will formalities or probated, and that the personal representative has no powers or duties with respect to such assets.57

Even with these trends and legislative responses, confusion between probate and nontestamentary assets is common. *Sandstead* recognizes the probate court’s authority to address and remedy this confusion through an equitable remedy, provided the requisite connection can be established between disputed assets and the probate estate.

**Beyond Sandstead**

Although *Sandstead* clarified probate jurisdiction regarding nontestamentary asset administration, questions about subject matter jurisdiction remain in the area of creditor claims and wrongful death litigation.

Courts interpreting the scope of a probate court’s subject matter jurisdiction over creditors’ claims have rendered inconsistent decisions. For example, in its 1952 decision *Hoff v. Armbruster*, the Colorado Supreme Court determined that a district court, rather than a probate court, had jurisdiction to impose a constructive trust on the decedent’s estate.58 *Hoff* involved a dispute concerning a contract to make reciprocal and irrevocable wills between two spouses. The Court saw the probate court’s jurisdiction as narrow, stating that a claim “to enforce specific performance of a contract to leave property by will [does not] relate to probate matters”.

---

*Sandstead*

recognizes the probate court’s authority to address and remedy this confusion through an equitable remedy, provided the requisite connection can be established between disputed assets and the probate estate.
The Wrongful Death Wrinkle

Six years later, in Meyers v. Williams, the Colorado Supreme Court confirmed that the determination of a wrongful death claim was a matter appropriate for the probate court. In Meyers, claimants timely notified the probate court of their claim against the estate, but then pursued their claim in a separate proceeding in district court and obtained a judgment there. The Colorado Supreme Court overturned the verdict, finding that the district court lacked subject matter jurisdiction to hear the claim. The Meyers Court held that the probate court had “sole and exclusive jurisdiction of claims presented before it.” Other cases decided after the Colorado Probate Code’s enactment limit probate jurisdiction over creditors’ claims. In In re Estate of Van Trump, a litigant asserted wrongful death claims in the probate court and sought declaratory relief. The Court of Appeals found subject matter jurisdiction lacking in the probate court with the cryptic statement that “the declaratory judgment action is a statutory action, . . . [it] should be initiated as a separate action apart from the probate proceeding.”

Relying on Van Trump, in In re Gill the Denver Probate Court concluded that a wrongful death claim was beyond the court’s subject matter jurisdiction. Here, the claimants sought to litigate the merits of the wrongful death claim in the probate court rather than in a separate proceeding, and the insurance company sought a declaratory judgment in probate court on insurance coverage. Relying on CRS § 13-9-103, the Denver Probate Court held that a wrongful death claim has nothing to do with an estate, its administration, or probate law. Instead, the claimant must first obtain a judgment in the underlying non-probate statutory action before the claimant could have an “asserted right” in any property of the probate estate.

Although the wrongful death acts of most states provide that the personal representative of the estate may bring an action for wrongful death, in Colorado, standing to bring an action for wrongful death is given solely to those relatives of the decedent listed in CRS § 13-21-201(1).

In many wrongful death cases, which state law applies may be unclear. For example, in Drake v. Hodges, the Colorado Supreme Court addressed wrongful death claims of a Wyoming resident killed in a Colorado automobile accident. The Court stated:

“Although the wrongful death acts of most states provide that the personal representative of the estate may bring an action for wrongful death, in Colorado, standing to bring an action for wrongful death is given solely to those relatives of the decedent listed in CRS § 13-21-201(1).”

Challenges to subject matter jurisdiction have complicated Colorado probate litigation, but the Colorado Supreme Court’s 2018 Sandstead decision provides clarity for handling equitable claims in cases involving nonprobate assets. For guidance on subject matter jurisdiction over other claims, such as creditors’ claims or wrongful death actions, practitioners should continue to sift through relevant case law.
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### “SITTING IN PROBATE”—GENERALLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original and Exclusive Probate Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Concurrent Probate Jurisdiction</th>
<th>No Probate Jurisdiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings in all matters of probate, settlement of estates of deceased persons, appointment of administrators, and settlement of accounts and such other jurisdiction as may be provided by law. Colo. Const. art. VI, §§ 9(3) and 14.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Actions brought pursuant to the Colorado Wrongful Death Act, including insurance contractual disputes associated with such wrongful death claims. <em>In re Gill</em>, 14 Quinnipiac Prob. L. J. 377 (2000).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “SITTING IN PROBATE”—DECEDENTS’ ESTATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original and Exclusive Probate Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Concurrent Probate Jurisdiction</th>
<th>No Probate Jurisdiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings involving the administration, settlement, and distribution of estates of decedents, probate of wills, granting of letters testamentary and of administration, determination of heirship in probate proceedings, and devolution of title to property in probate proceedings, construction of wills, and all other probate matters. CRS § 13-9-103(1)(a), (d), (e), (h), (j), and (l).</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Legal malpractice claims brought against lawyers providing estate planning and trust administration services where the claimants did not seek to recover assets of the estate. <em>Levine v. Katz</em>, 167 P.3d 141 (Colo. App. 2006).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings to determine every legal and equitable question arising “in connection with decedents’ . . . estates, so far as the question concerns any person who is before the court by reason of any asserted right in any of the property of the estate or by reason of any asserted obligation to the estate . . . .” CRS § 13-9-103(3).</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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